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City Comforts

My observation about the sort of buildings which institutions often build, leads me to 
phrase my involvement in the Urban Ideas Symposium as a question with not a bit of 
caution to it: 

Can a major institution help create 
a walkable urban neighborhood?

The immediate question: Can it? 

Yes. And if I didn’t think it could, I wouldn’t be here today.

But there is a problem which must be faced squarely: institutional development is 
typically inward-looking. But with awareness and a positive attitude, it can be transcend 
its instinctual impulse. In the Calgary situation I suggest that the key will to be cautious 
about the use of the word “campus” and to follow the Plan already adopted by the City 
for the East Village. As Dean Sincliar said, “...the University desires to be an integral 
part of the urban fabric.” Therefore it must take part in the Plan as does every other 
property-owner. and not ask for some form of “exceptionalism.”

Why should it? 

Primarily because making a convivial neighborhood helps it do its job:  Universities, 
colleges and schools are all about human conversation. 

Yes of course educational institutions exist primarily to transmit a discrete body of 
knowledge from one generation to another. But they do not do so by injecting it. They 
do it through talk. Schools are places where the unit of input and output is talk. (And 
that is not a put-down.) The talk can be one-on-one:  the teacher and  student. It can be 
in small seminars. It can be in huge freshmen lectures. But education is largely about 
structured conversation. 

But a great deal of higher education and certainly university research happens outside 
the literal and figurative structure of the classroom. A great deal of education -- and 
maybe the most memorable -- happens by means of the unstructured conversation in 
the interstices of the formal grid. I am talking about the accidental meeting on the 
sidewalk and then perhaps in the coffee shop which can lead to vast and fresh  
perspectives. That‘s where the neighborhood comes in as an integral part of education. 
A a neighborhood which promotes the chance encounter directly supports the 
University’s work. The “university neighborhood” is not merely a pleasant amenity to 
attract faculty, staff and students to the institution but is an integral part of the learning 



process, providing as it does the opportunity to bump into people.

How does it? 

Find a new word for ‘campus.’

Words cast a long mental shadow and frame the result,so find a new term instead of 
campus.

Simple reason? A campus is not what you are creating -- or if that is the intent then it is 
totally at variance with the East Village Plan.

I know that finding an alternative term is tough. I did a quick search on thesaurus.com 
and the alternates were almost all totally inappropriate -- from “crash pad” to “terrace.” 
And I can’t think of a good term either. 

The problem is that the term “campus” is at odds with the purpose of the East Village 
Plan. There is what I call an “urban” style of placing buildings on the land and then 
there is a “campus style. They are not the same; in fact they are polar opposites. A 
comparison:

CAMPUS 
• Ownership: one owner; large tract, often many acres, under control of one  body; 
one institution extends control to edge of its property through master  planning; 
expansive use of space; all uses relate to one institution; limited  access - both for autos 
and pedestrians.  P
• Pattern: has a pastoral feeling, typically with lawns, extensive vegetation;  no clear 
pattern of streets and sidewalks or a curvilinear one; entire campus  has well-defined 
boundary with fences or other symbols; isolated, buildings  set back from roads amidst 
lawns. 
• Uses: No visible retail, and what does exist serves limited institutional  clientele; non-
market oriented, buildings constructed to further institutional  purpose outside the 
"market" economy in the "grants" economy. 

URBAN 
• Ownership: many property owners; a neighborhood may also be large but  is built 
by many participants; municipality creates overall rules but many  parties apply their 
own mentality to the building process; tighter, smaller  spaces; all legal uses allowed at 
preference of property owners; public has  right-of-way along all streets and sidewalks. 
• Pattern: busier, more compact feeling with more human artifacts and more  people; 
very defined pattern based on continuous grid, whether strictly  rectangular or not; 
boundary of each building is simply its edge with  neighborhoods having soft 
boundaries; connected, buildings set to sidewalk/property line. 
• Uses: Retail uses at street-level to serve general public (in commercial  areas); market-
oriented, buildings usually constructed for profit or to serve  family needs. 

So you can see that the term “campus” immediately rebuts the notion of an east 
“village.” As words and their penumbra are powerful and long-lived, I believe that you 
must somehow recognize that if there is not better term -- and I looked and I don’t see 



an obvious alternative -- you must get out of anyone’s mind that what you are creating 
is something which will look like Princeton or Oxford. While the people in this room 
may understand the issues with the word “campus” very well, in the large sense this is 
a political process and I don’t think you want to raise expectation which are at variance 
with the goal of creating an urban presence for the University.

“Brilliance innovates, genius borrows.”
Examine other universities to see how they have done it. There is at least one building 
at Harvard -- Holyoke Center -- which provides a useful model. The University of 
Pennsylvania in Philadelphia is reputed to have embraced -- and not in a bear hug -- 
rather than rejected its adjacent neighborhood. I am sure this panel has people in it far 
more familiar than I am with the places to copy, And don’t  hesitate at copying -- they 
will be flattered and you will gain by their model. The race is not to win a Pritzker but 
to create a memorable and comfortable neighborhood.

Focus on the key design principles. 
So far as I understand it, and I spent some time following its creation, the key design 
principle for the East Village is the traditional urban grid with buildings enfronting the 
street. That is not the campus style. My own shorthand way of referring this pattern is 
as building with The Three Rules, which are:
1. Build to the sidewalk;
2. Make the building front permeable with doors and windows
3. Place the parking underground, behind or atop the building, -- anywhere but in front 
of it as you see in the suburbs. 
You are building an urban neighborhood and you have to ensure the primacy of the 
pedestrian, not the driver.

Don’t have too many goals.
There is a great danger in having too many goals, objectives, purposes, missions, etc in 
spreading oneself too thin. It is my belief that a great many of the hopes and fears 
reflected in the “Calgary Urban Campus Initiative can be achieved if you internalize 
and observe the Three Rules of Urban Design

In your working paper I read of concerns about:

• financial risk
• personal safety.
• excess domination by one institution, the University
• leaving room for other businesses and institutions.
• maintaining pedestrian scale.
• reliability of City of Calgary commitments

I believe that these and many of the other concerns are met by adhering to the already-
adopted Plan which is a very thoughtful and conservative plan based on observation of 
what actually works in urban environments. Do not reinvent the wheel. Follow the 
Plan as it is set forth, with particular understanding of what I believe is its theoretical 
core: The Three Rules.

For example, minimize financial risk by making your buildings flexible and adaptable to any 



plausible use.
You can adopt the practice of some apocryphal naval leaders to burn the boats so that 
the troops would have no way to leave. But any real-world plan must have an exit 
strategy to take into account changing times. 

Therefore build as would an investment builder (i.e. someone who builds to hold) with 
a long term perspective which will justify quality construction. But also design so that 
the buildings are flexible to take into account changing users. You are not about 
creating monuments but venues for communication. 

Measure the success of this venture by whether a name like “university district” naturally and 
fondly emerges.
When the district basically about informal, non-purposeful, non-structured meetings. 
About bumping into people. About coffee before class and drinks after. About the 
chance and serendipitous encounter. When the schools so infuse the East Village that it 
is known -- fondly and admiringly -- as “The U District” or something like that, then 
you will know you have succeeded.

Don’t hire starchitects.
They will try to make themselves rather than the neighborhood. the center of attention 
Hire a team player who understand the Plan and won’t seek to undermine it -- 
unintentionally or not -- in order to bring attention to his/her self. The neighborhood is 
the star, not the individual building. If you find it necessary for political reasons to hire a 
“name -- a Gehry, Koolhaas, Hadid, Libeskind etc etc -- allow them to work on a very, 
very small element. Challenge them to show their genius in a, figuratively speaking, a 
shed.

Follow the Plan.
The City has developed a good one.


